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The NMR spectra of polycrystalline solids are often best resolved in the absence of applied magnetic fields. Additionally, 
heteronudear spin systems in zero field display features not observed in homonuckar systems. ln this letter. spectra are 
presented and analyzed for the cases of heteronuclear spin pairs in t3C-enriched &calcium formate (solid) and in diethy] 
phosphite (liquid). 

1. Introduction 

In zero-field NMR [ 1.21, a sample is subjected to 
a time-dependent magnetic field which cycles be- 
tween a high value, Bo, and zero field. The B. field 
is useful for preparation and high-sensitivity detec- 
tion of the spins. Evolution occurs for a variable time 
tl in zero field. This yields sharp crystal-like NMR 
spectra from polycrystalline samples, where ordinarily 
only powder patterns are observed. Examples have 
been shown for groups of coupled protons in solids 
[ 11, as well as Fourier-transform pure NQR of 2D, 
7Li 121, and 27Al 131. 

An interesting situation arises if the coupled spins 
are inequivalent; that is, their natural resonance fre- 
quencies differ widely due to chemical shifts or be- 
cause the nuclei are of different species (e.g. the hetero- 
nuclear pair I = 1 H, S = lSC). Consider, in fact, a single 
I-S spin pair coupled by a dipolar interaction * 

Jc,, = J&-s - 3I,S,) , (1) 

where 07~ = ~,-y~fi/?~ . 
In zero field, the eigenstates of the zero-field 

hamiltonian (1) (singlet and triplet manifolds) are 

* Resent address: Department of (Ihemistry. Yale University. 
225 Prospect Street, P-0. Box 6666, New Haven, 
Connecticut 06511. USA. 

l Note that this deftition of the dipolar coupling conspt. 
We, dif%rs from that of ref. [I ]_ In addition, that WI in- 
correctly includes a factor of 1 /a_ 
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identical to the homonuclear case (I= S) [l] because 
(1) is invariant to the exchange of I and S. However, 
unlike the equivalent-spin case, at high field the effec- 
tive hamiltonian is 

3@&)= --w,lz - cL& + J& 1 - 3 cos%)rzSz 

and I and S spins can be manipulated independently. 
This allows the preperation of initial zero-field condi- 
tions which are not possible for equivalent spins. As a 
consequence of this inequivalence, additional zero-field 
transitions arise; by suitable preparation, particular 
subsets of transitions can be enhanced or eliminated. 
These factors should be valuable in disentangling 
zero-field spectra arising from different functional 
groups. 

2. Eigenstates and transitions 

Fig. 1 summarizes the relevant eigenstates and pos- 
sible transitions for I-I and I-S pairs at high and zero 
fields. Assume we begin the experiment in B. with an 
initial state of polarization. In the high-temperature 
approximation, the density matrix is given by 

p=l/~~+ail,+l/Zs+a~Sz, 

where 

(2) 
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Fig. 1. Energy-level diagrams for homonuclear (I-f) and 
heteronuclear (I-s) dipolar mupled spin pairs in &h and 
zero applied magnetic field. The allowed transitions are in- 
dicated by arrows between states. In high fiild the transition 
frequencies are orientation dependent and fall in a broad range. 
ln zero field, the transition frequencies are orientation inde- 
pendent and appear as sharp lines at characteristic frequencies. 
The high-field eigenstates are quantized along the applied 
field; the zero-field eigenstates along the internuclear vector. 
In the direct product basis set Tr = r1(1. To = k(crp + flu). T-r 
= pp. s = ; (a@ - Pa). 

and the Zs represent partition functions. As the con- 
stant parts of eq. (2) commute with all rotations, the 
portion of the density matrix of interest in an NMR 
experiment is given by the reduced density matrix 

p. = alIz + a$, . (3) 

Upon sudden switching of the field to zero the initial 
density matrix at t1 = 0 is then given by eq. (3) which 
we rewrite as: 

The last, antisymmetric term is peculiar to the 
heteronuclear (or inequivalent) spin pair. Calculating 
the evolution in tl of the magnetization represented 
in eq. (4) we find 

(5) 

where 2 refer to Af = I or IIf = S spin magnetization, 

respectively. The first two terms correspond to the 
homonuclear case and connect states only within the 
triplet manifold. The last two terms arise from the 
initial polarization difference and corespond to transi- 
tions between singlet and triplet states. In all. the 

Fourier transform of eq. (5) should exhibit seven lines. 
one at zero frequency and 3 pairs. identical frequen- 
cies appear whichever nucleus is observed in high field. 

3. Experimental 

All seven lines can be seen in fig. 2. where we present 
spectra of f3caicium formate enriched IO 905 in *;C. 
The initial condition corresponds to equilibrium 1 H 
magnetization and complete depolarization of the 
13C magnetization. For this initial state. the intensities 
predicted by eq. (5) are 7 : 2 : 1 : 2 for the Lines at 0. 
$L$, +o?~,, and i~w~S_ The measured 07~ corre- 
sponds to a C-H bond distance of 1 .I 1 f 0.02 .% This 
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Fe_ 2. Spectra of polyaystalline f3Ca(H’3COO),. (a) High- 

field proton spectrum. The sharp spike at the center of the 
spectrum is due to adsorbed water. (b) Zero-field spectrum 
and intensity simulation. The 13C nuclei are depolarized 
prior to the field cycle, and the proton magnetization sampled 
at 5 JJS increments of the zero-field interval, r, _ 
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is in close agreement with previous NMR measurements 
on this molecule and neutron-diffraction data j43. 

The relative intensities of these lines are determined 
by the initial preparation of the spin system. The po- 
larizations 0, and Q~ can be manipulated either in 

high field with standard radio-frequency (rf) tech- 
niques, or in zero field, where eq. (5) predicts a regular 
oscillation of magnetization between the I and S sys- 

$ tems . 
We illustrate the effect of different preparation se- 

quences in fig. 3. Carbon spin-lattice relaxation times 

’ Similar effects appear in high-field NhtR spectroscopy 
under s&able conditions of radio-frequency pulses. See 
ref. [Sl. 
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Fig. 3. Spectra of #-Ca(H’3COO), as a function of prepara- 
tion sequence. The retative intitial rn~~~tions ae in- 

dicated at left. The j3C nuclei are polarized as described in 
the tex?. hnmediately prior to the field cycle, a radio-frequen- 
cy pulse is applied to the protons. The preparation pulse 
lengths are: o”, 66”. boo, 114O,and 1800. The proton magne- 
tization is -p&i at 5 N increments in the zfzo-flekl interval. 
I r _ SpectraI intensities vary in the reguIar manner predicted 
by eq. (5). 

(rls) in solids are quite long (typically minutes) and 
calcium formate is no exception. Therefore, it is ad- 
vantageous to initially prepare the combined lH-t3C 
spin system in a long-lived non-equilibrium state using 
a zero-field interval of fixed duration. This efficiently 
transfers magnetization from II-l to 13C nuclei in times 
comparable to thk proton Tts, normally much shorter 
than t3C Tts. To perform this preparation on the cal- 
cium formate spin system, the following steps precede 
each cycle of the zero-field experiments: 

(I) ~~lar~ation in zero field for IO ms. 
(2) Repolarization of the protons in high field. 
(3) Transfer of magnetization from tH to 13C 

with a fixed zero-field interval of 32 ps. 
(4) Repolarization of the protons in high field. 

This four-step sequence creates equilibrium proton 
magnetization, and a persistent 13C magnetization 

60% larger than equ~ibrium (a&zs = 2.5). Finally, 
a resonant rf pulse may be applied to the protons, 
which destroys or inverts some of the initial proton 
magnetization. The intensities of all lines vary in the 
manner predicted by eq. (5). 

4. Zero-field !WR in iiquids 

The high-field inequivalence of I and S spins allows 
for the possibility of zero-field NMR in J-coupled liq- 
uids. While the Jcoupling is isotropic in space and its 
magnitude is unaffected by the application of a mag- 
netic field, the antisy~etric components of the ini- 
tial density operator oscillate at the coupling frequency 
In zero field. For a heteronuclear /-coupled pair 

Mj?(t) = $(QJ f Qs) fi &zJ - aS)COS(J&) . (6) 

Since most line-broadening mechanisms are averaged 
away by the rapid, isotropic motion in liquids, the 
observed linewidths are sensitive to the effects of resi- 
dual magnetic fields. The exper~ent is done precisely 
the same way for liquids as for solids. The sample is 

prepared in high field, shuttled to a small field (~.Ol 
T) which is rapidly switched to zero. At a time tl the 
field is switched back and the sample returned to high 
field for detection. Fig. 4 shows the 31P detected 
zero-lield interferogram and spectrum of neat diethyl 
phosphite ((CzH50),PHO). The narrow lines and ab- 
sence of Zeeman splittings illustrate the ability of our 
apparatus to accurately create a region of negligible 
residual magnetic fields. 
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Fig. 4. Phosphorus detected zero-field free-pression interfero- 

gram and Fourier-transform spectrum of neat dierhyl phosphite 
((C2H5 0)2PHO). Both spin systems (31P and 1 H) equilibrate 
in high field. Immediately prior to the fielll cycle, a 180” 
pulse is applied to the protons. This enhances the amplitude 
of the transition at the coupling frequency (see eq. (6)). Only 
the coupling between the phosphorus and the directly bound 

proton is resolved (J = 692 f 1 Hz). howe.ier, the relatively 

weak couplings between the phosphorus and the methylene 
protons are espected to have a slight effect on the observed 

splitting. For purposes of display the spectral lines are artif?ci- 

aIty broadened. 

5. summary 

We have shown that zero-field spectra of hetero- 

nuclear systems can be influenced by preparation of 

the spin system in large magnetic fields. This variabil- 

ity should prove useful in the disenrang!ement of 

spectral patterns arising from different functional 

groups (e.g. 0-L CHZ, and CH3). Furthermore. the 
zero-field period can be used to transfer polarization 

from protons to heteronuclear spins. This should be 
of particular vnlue for very low y nuclei where high- 
field cross-polarization [6] requires unreasonably 
high radio-frequency power levels. This sensitivity en- 
hancement is applicable to liquids as well. 
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